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Chapter Two 

 

Dickens Reincarnated:  

The Oscillation between Novel and Theater 

 

 

[Dickens] believed he had more talent for the drama than for 

literature, as he certainly had more delight in acting than in any other work 

whatever. 

Peter Ackroyd 

 

Dickens’s novel may best be understood as an amalgam of dramatic 

voices and rhythms, a medium more for the voice and the ear than the eye. 

Deborah M. Vlock 

 

 

Many twentieth-century critics allege that the nineteenth century is a 

zenith of the canonical shift from drama to novel. As Michel Foucault 

interprets the modern European history as the evolution from the spectacular, 

corporeal and public discourse of the Enlightenment to the speculative, carceral 

and privatized culture of the industrial revolution in Discipline and Punishment 

and Madness and Civilization, his interpretation becomes a theoretical 

foundation to delineate the literary paradigm transition. Besides Ian Watt’s 

renowned proclamation in The Rise of the Novel, D. A. Miller also advances 

“the shift in the dominant literary form from the drama to the novel at the end 

of the seventeenth century” (82). Although this transition indeed displays a 
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marked tendency toward the novel readers’ “leisured withdrawal to the private, 

domestic sphere” (Miller 82), the theatrical ecstasy communally shared in the 

public domain has persisted to this day — it even culminates in the modern 

cinema. 

 

Theater has never really demised during the paradigm transition; it is, 

on the other hand, absorbed by other genres and undergoes some formal 

metamorphoses. Charles Dickens, for instance, was not only a novelist but also 

a theater enthusiast — he participated in the dramatic production and 

performance; besides, he adopted many theatrical tropes into his works. The 

dramatic tradition, therefore, was subliminally internalized into the minds of 

the Victorian novelists. The nineteenth-century melodrama, however, was 

always excluded from the literary orthodoxy — it was, as many scholars 

evaluated, too market-oriented to nurture any academically admitted dramatist 

until Oscar Wilde and George Bernard Shaw shone at the fin de siecle. The 

profound theatrical influence upon the descendent genres and its 

disproportionate academic insignificance incurs a fundamental paradox: 

whereas the twentieth-century critics aver the canonical shift, the de facto 

cultural situation is a dynamic oscillation between theater and novel. Although 

the claim of paradigm transition indeed portrays some silhouette of the social 

vicissitude as the bourgeoisie rose in the industrial and commercial society, it 

can hardly represent the faithful panorama of the cultural reciprocation during 

the eighteenth and nineteenth century. The discrepancy may result from the 

perennial superiority complex of the elitist bourgeois literati who form the 
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modern academia, and it also highlights the long-rooted conflicts between the 

classic and popular cultures. 

 

This chapter seeks to analyze both the theatricality in Dickens’s works 

and the Victorian dramatic adaptation of his novels as a touchstone to project a 

fuller picture of his contemporary cultural environment that fluidly and flexibly 

oscillated and interacted between the bourgeois and proletarian cultures, the 

private and public domains, the literate and oral traditions, and the artistic 

emphases of the internal and external depiction. It also tries to show a 

panorama of those polarities that ceaselessly rivaled each other in an age of 

cultural and social transition. The Victorian readers did not resemble the 

solitary, isolated subject that Miller and other scholars monolithically described; 

instead, their experience of the literary works was constantly mediated by 

multiple genres — the literate and oral media reciprocated to achieve the 

collective consciousness of the society. Because Dickens borrowed ample 

theatrical elements into his works and was later adapted into the melodrama, 

the Dickensian heritage could not be evaluated simply as the self-contained 

homogeneity — it was a heterogeneous hybrid that dynamically oscillates 

among the transgeneric network.  

 

When Mikhail Bakhtin defines novel as the “developing genre” that has 

“anticipated, and continues to anticipate, the future development of literature as 

a whole” in Dialogic Imagination (1996 7), it is not this written genre per se 

that anticipates the future of literature. The energy that motivates the literary 
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advance, however, actually originates from the vitality of absorption and 

communication between the traditional and innovative genres. The classic 

motifs, which are recycled and reshaped in the new media, activate the 

reciprocation between theater and novel, and it is the Victorian cultural carnival 

in the Bakhtinian sense that propelled the literary rejuvenescence in the 

nineteenth century, leading the literary creation to an ever-renewable progress. 

The oscillation between novel and drama is the heteroglossic dialogue between 

the middle class and popular cultures and between the social consciousnesses 

high and low. Such a wavering process better fits the analysis of novel as the 

“developing genre” that “begins by presuming a verbal and semantic 

decentering of the ideological world, a certain linguistic homelessness of 

literary consciousness, which no longer possesses a sacrosanct and unitary 

linguistic medium for containing ideological thought” (1996 367). The 

“linguistic homelessness” does not belong exclusively to the novel narratives; 

it is actually more akin to the reciprocation between theater and novel, the 

constantly progressive development that integrates multiple media to revitalize 

the classic contents — when the contents of the literary works gradually lose 

their sedentary genre, they begin to, as Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari terms 

it, “nomadize” among multiple media. The drama and novel in the nineteenth 

century was only one of the examples of this perennial literary progress, which 

anticipated the twentieth-century television and cinema; similar reciprocation 

will happen as the technology and media progress in the human civilization. 
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Genre Oscillation between Theater and Novel 

 

Although novel became a significant business after the eighteenth 

century, the popularity of novel never really replaced the craze for the theater. 

Novel writing became extremely profitable in the Victorian period, and famous 

writers like Dickens earned tremendous money from editing magazines and 

writing novels. The Old Curiosity Shop, for instance, was published in weekly 

installments, which were gathered and reissued in monthly serializations, and it 

was finally published in volume forms. It sold over a hundred thousand copies 

per week, and the everlasting popularity anticipated its revival in the movies 

and television series in the late twentieth century. The same novel was adapted 

on screen as early as 1911, immediately remade in 1912 and 1913 because of 

its popularity, and continued to revive more than seven times in the last century. 

The latest version of The Old Curiosity Shop directed by Brian Percival 

appeared on TV in December, 2007.  

 

The Victorian novel was undeniably a successful popular genre that 

penetrated all walks of life. However, this written genre had never been stable 

even in its prime of popularity. The nineteenth-century craze for novel, 

paradoxically, was not solely achieved with the magazine serializations and 

volume versions; instead, it was collaboratively consummated with the 

melodramatic adaptation onstage. Various theatrical adaptations of novel would 

re-interpret the original, appropriate the plots, and recreate people’s impression 

of the original work. Novel was constantly adapted into theatrical versions, and 
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the audience’s keen interest to see the novel onstage implied one critical clue: 

even though novel might have satisfied the readers’ thirst for the plot, there was 

still something to be desired — people wanted to see the characters animated 

onstage. The verbal narrative of a novel might be able to provide abundant 

space of imagination, yet it lacked the pleasure of witnessing the scene. The 

eagerness to see the animation became the source of genre oscillation between 

theater and novel. 

 

In fact, the popularity of novel was not a necessary phenomenon; it was 

more an expedient entertainment induced by many concurring causes. First, 

after the Licensing Act of 1737
1
 severely impaired the development of drama, 

many talented playwrights such as Henry Fielding were forced to write novel. 

George Bernard Shaw blames the censorship for killing serious drama that 

“dramatist had to express themselves in novels” (1932 275); David Lodge also 

believes “if the Victorian theater had been as receptive to the literary 

imagination as the Elizabethan was, Dickens would have been a playwright 

like Shakespeare rather than a novelist” (2002 123). The legal impediment 

redirected the theatrical energy to novel; therefore, “writing,” as Daniel Defoe 

expresses, “is become a very considerable Branch of the English Commerce” 

(Watt 53). The popularity of novel was further invigorated by the surging 

                                                
1 This act necessitated that every dramatic performance should be censored and licensed by the 

Lord Chamberlain. Due to complicated reasons, only two theaters in London, Covent Garden 

and Drury Lane, were licensed as the legitimate theaters. Other minor theaters were thus 

marginalized and forced to stage the illegitimate performances. Consequently, though most 

nineteenth-century English literary figures wrote plays, few of their works were meant for 

performance. 
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demand of the reading public established upon the basis of the new-rich 

bourgeois elite, who preferred reading in the exclusive privacy to sharing 

pleasure with the multitude. While the working class flocked to buy the 

half-priced tickets, the privileged rich stayed home reading novels. Moreover, 

after the typographic technology and the railway system greatly reduced the 

cost of publication and improved the channel of distribution, the popularity of 

novel boomed even more. Consequently, the privatized narrative of the 

“bourgeois subjectivity” (Foucault, 1973 157) regulated by the individual, 

tranquil and internal bliss of novel reading began to flourish. Buying and 

private ownership of the literary works was the key to novel consumption, and 

such a bourgeois activity was acclaimed as the elitist taste. Novel, therefore, 

was a genre of clear class-consciousness and cultural superiority in the 

nineteenth century. 

 

Theater, on the other hand, became mostly a proletariat activity in the 

nineteenth century, arousing the communal, bacchanal and external satisfaction 

of the spectacular. Before the enforcement of the New Theater Act in 1843, 

which legitimated many of London’s playhouses in East End and the “Surrey 

Side” to stage drama, the unauthorized theaters were full of the working class. 

Those laborers were thirsty for cheap entertainment, and they usually saw 

pantomime, extravaganza, burletta and melodrama of “thrilling action, stirring 

emotion, spectacle, jolly farce, and an ideal image of themselves and their own 

lives” (Booth, 1976 25). The melodrama was performed for the audience of the 

Victorian working class. “From the audience point of view,” Michael R Booth 
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indicates, “melodrama — and pantomime at Christmas — was the Victorian 

working class theatre” (1989 100). Even though the backbone of the West End 

London theaters was the middle class, the playhouses outside the district were 

mostly composed of the laborers. While the best of the Victorian plays were 

performed in the West End, the theaters outside the district were full of 

melodrama and pantomime. Theater going, therefore, was hardly the 

middle-class activity in the nineteenth century: 

 

Dickens and other commentators marked, in the Britannia and 

theatres like it, the huge and suffocating galleries packed with 

coatless youths who expressed approval and disapproval with 

shrill whistles, cheers and united sound effects of massive 

volume; the consumption of fried fish, porter, sausages, ham 

sandwiches, cakes, oranges, and pig-trotters; the babies in the 

pit; the general spirit of enjoyment; the immense popularity of 

stage favourites and comic songs; and intense interest in the 

business of the stage. (Booth, 1996 27) 

 

Although the banal sentiment and the farcical jubilance of the melodrama and 

pantomime might have excited the reified, callous mind of the working class, 

those plays were evaluated by the elitist academia as lacking the emotional 

profundity and taste, both of which are essential standards of the 

twentieth-century literary masterpieces. The Victorian theater was then 

appraised as a decline of English drama. 

 

Although the nineteenth-century theater was despised by the academia, 
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the critics’ depreciation seemed to suggest more the class discrimination than 

the actual representation of the cultural and social milieu. In fact, theater had 

kept influencing the Victorian mind, and the performance of oral conveyance 

still mediated people’s habit of textual acquisition. The Victorian readers did 

not consume novels in the isolated, privatized space as Miller describes; 

instead, they often listened to the recitation of novels in public. Dickens’s 

famous Public Reading that spread Great Britain and America began as the 

domestic recitation to his family and close friends; besides, most middle-class 

families used to gather at the fireplace to listen to one of the members read the 

books. Although the population of the literate increased dramatically, most 

people still preferred the performance to the written words. Therefore, people 

who could recite books well became popular in the Victorian community. 

“During the first half of the nineteenth century,” Evelyn M. Sivier observes, 

“the ability to read [recite] well made one ‘respectable and pleasing,’ indicating 

a somewhat exclusive taste for culture and quality” (223). As Sivier mentions 

“read well,” she means the recitation of books rather than the silent perusal. 

Because recitation was so prevalent in the Victorian society, novels were often 

appreciated in public — it was, therefore, an oral-aural public experience 

which was more analogous to the theatrical performance than the isolated 

perusal activity at home.  

 

Besides the domestic elocution of novels, the verbal performance 

known as “Penny Readings” also became popular in the late 1860s. The 

performance kept the admission price of one penny because it was meant for 
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any adult to “gain experience reading to an audience if they would take the 

time to learn how to do it” (Sivier 223). The speakers might perform Dickens, 

portions of Lawrence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, and Thomas Carlyle’s History 

of the French Revolution; the poetry excerpts from John Milton’s Paradise Lost, 

George Gordon Byron’s Don Juan and William Shakespeare’s plays would also 

appear on the platform (227). The Penny Readings further promoted the verbal 

performance of the written texts, and the textual acquisition became even more 

a communal theatrical activity than the individual entertainment.  

 

Most important of all, many novels were adapted, though actually 

hacked, into plays. Despite the legal restriction mentioned above, the demand 

for the theatrical entertainment still exceeded the supply as the population 

concentrated in major cities
2
 and the stress of work seriously aggravated the 

industrial life. The laborers were thirsty for the entertainment, but they could 

not afford to see the plays if the price of the ticket was too high. Therefore, the 

playhouses were forced to provide melodrama of extremely low cost. Since the 

dramatization of popular novels would guarantee the box-office and minimized 

the cost of production, the financial survival of the minor playhouses mostly 

depended upon the adaptations. Whereas novels were merely perused by a 

comparatively smaller group of the literate, elitist middle-class, the majority of 

the proletariat knew the novels solely through the melodramatic adaptations. 

Dickens’s novels were popular among the working class in the playhouses, and 

                                                
2 The growth of the metropolis from 900,000 in 1800 to 6,000,000 in 1900 was tremendous 

(Booth, 1989 103), and the population composition was mostly the working class who gathered 

in the big cities to strive for their livings. 
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his unprecedented fame was established not only with the literate production 

but also with the adaptations. 

 

The dramatic adaptation of novels could be traced right back to the 

eighteenth century. Stage adaptations of Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe by 

Brinsley Sheridan were popular since its premiere in 1781. When Dickens 

became active about theater in the 1820s, the Surrey, Drury Lane and the Royal 

Coburg had been overflowed with a large number of pantomimes and 

burlesques about Defoe. “Stage versions of Defoe’s book became a long 

tradition,” H. Philip Bolton expounds, “[a]fter 1800 came a large number of 

pantomimes and burlesques about Robinson Crusoe” (10). To our surprise, 

even the characters and story structures unlikely to be adapted on stage could 

also become pantomime and melodrama. Samuel Richardson’s epistolary 

novels, Pamela and Clarissa were performed after the 1830s; Sterne’s Tristram 

Shandy, which is always analyzed as the anti-plot and counter-narrative 

forerunner of the modern stream-of-consciousness novel and seems least likely 

to have the stage version, could also be seen, though seldom, in Covent Garden. 

The working class in the highly stressed and extremely monotonous factories 

desiderated the transient and facile entertainment from the cheap theater, and 

the theatrical adaptation of novels timely satisfied their thirst. “Demand for 

theatrical entertainment increased very substantially,” Bolton explains, “and to 

fill that demand in rushed the hack dramatists with versions of virtually every 

recent novel” (14). After the Old Price Riot of 1839, the need to produce plays 

as cheaply as possible became even more urgent for the playhouses. Because 
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the adaptation was a less expensive and more efficient method than writing 

entirely new dramatic scripts, it became the main attraction in the minor 

theaters — Dickens’s novels began to be hacked on stage since this period. 

 

Because people’s experience of the written works were principally 

shaped by the oral and theatrical rendition, what actually happened in the 

Victorian period was not the paradigm shift proclaimed by the 

twentieth-century academia but the genre oscillation between the oral and the 

literate forms, or more accurately, between the theater and the novel. The 

private and silent perusal of novels, which the modern readers would take for 

granted, was quite rare in the nineteenth-century society; the written works 

were mostly shared in the clamorous public through recitation or dramatization. 

If novel represented the middle-class subjectivity and theater consolidated the 

working-class consciousness, the theatrical adaptation of novel would be an 

eclectic means of the intertextual dialogue between the bourgeoisie and the 

proletariat.  

 

The staging of Dickens combined the private with the public, 

communicated the inner and the outer, and transcended not only the generic 

boundary but also the segregation of social class. Dickens as a significant 

figure of such a dialogue might result from his unique experience and endeavor 

as a social climber. Dickens portrayed the social inequality and human nature 

in his novels; these elements were transplanted onstage, and soon became an 

important part of people’s life, seeping into the collective consciousness of the 
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nineteenth-century English-speaking society. Despite that the vulgarity and 

sometimes counter-elitism in the Victorian theater was marginalized by the 

academia as nothing but the mass pastime, the melodramatic adaptations 

permeated in the fundamental social milieu of the nineteenth century, affecting 

people’s viewpoints and standards of values.  

 

The prevalent oral and theatrical experience influenced not only the 

audience but also the authors — various genres, heterogeneous as they might 

be, interacted with one another on the basis of the theatricality. “The Victorian 

readings were mediated by the culture of theater not merely because reading so 

often took the form of public declamation in the nineteenth century,” Deborah 

M. Vlock succinctly contends, “but because novelists like Dickens drew quite 

freely from the body of socio-dramatic possibilities established by the theater, 

using theatrical tropes with an evident confidence in their familiarity to 

readers” (1997 164-65). Dickens is one of the most significant novelists in the 

nineteenth century who borrowed the theatrical elements into the works. His 

novels are full of the dramatic tropes, and the omnipresent theatricality in his 

novels facilitated the acceptance of the readers and the circulation of the stories 

in the nineteenth century. Instead of challenging his readers, Dickens took 

advantage of the long-rooted theatrical consensus to bypass the social 

controversy and to entertain people with simple pleasure established upon the 

theater tradition. This was one of the most important reasons for his 

unprecedented popularity, and for the constant adaptation of his novels on stage 

and screen. 
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The Omnipresent Theatricality in Dickens’s Novels 

 

Although there were few dramatic masterpieces in the nineteenth 

century, the dramatic tradition still saturated the Victorian society profoundly 

with cheap laughter and transient satisfaction. The Victorian theater might not 

have achieved the literary stature as its Elizabethan counterpart, but its 

influence upon the cultural milieu and interaction with other genres was worth 

our special attention. Most of the outstanding nineteenth-century authors had 

tried to write some plays; they borrowed the dramatic inspiration into their 

works, many of which were in turn adapted into melodrama and pantomime — 

the reciprocation among genres had never ceased in the nineteenth century. 

Nina Auerbach explains such reciprocal influence of theater upon the Victorian 

writers: 

 

[M]ost Victorian writers would not have written the works we 

know without the theater to inspire them… Leaving aside 

Charles Dickens… William Thackeray, Charlotte and Emily 

Brontë, Lewis Carroll, Robert Browning, Alfred, Lord 

Tennyson, Mary Braddon, Henry James, George Eliot — to 

name only a canonical few — wrote for the theater, long to 

write for it, or, failing to achieve theatrical success, transplanted 

theatrical values into the works that made them famous. (13) 

 

The literary motif and imagination became flexible and fluid as the 

writers tried to compose works of more than one genre: the same contents had 

transcended the generic boundaries and constantly regenerated the vitality and 
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popularity during the transgeneric diasporas. It is noteworthy that such 

transgeneric diasporas, or “genre hybridization,” revolved around the theatrical 

tradition. Even though Percy Bysshe Shelley advocates the superiority of 

poetry in his “A Defence of Poetry,” his Prometheus Unbound was written in 

the form of “closet drama,” which was renowned for combining the dramatic 

form with the poetic narrative; Robert Browning wrote many of his important 

poems, “My Last Duchess” for instance, in “dramatic monologue,” which 

combined the poetic and theatrical elements together and opened a gateway to 

the modern poetry. Furthermore, Dickens explicitly exploited the theatrical 

elements in his novels, making the stories become the verbal plays on paper. 

“[T]he contemporary [Victorian] stage provided material for novels, which 

themselves generously reciprocated,” Vlock observes, “so that the lines 

between theater and prose fiction were fluid, and novel reading was performed 

in the rich and ambiguous area in between” (1997 165). In fact, the fluidity 

existed not only between theater and novel but also among various literary 

genres. Consequently, the nineteenth-century literary creation had epitomized 

the preliminary reciprocation of the transgeneric network — multiple genres 

(i.e., poetry, drama, novel and prose) slipped in and out of mutual embrace and 

influenced one another.  

 

Such reciprocation operated in a delicate and sophisticated social 

framework that was beyond simple generalization, but some significant traces 

were still noticeable. The novelists often wrote their novels with some 

melodramatic elements because the Victorian reading habit was profoundly 
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mediated by the theater — people habitually read novels through the lens of 

stage, expecting the dramatic characterization and portrayal, and evaluating 

novels with theatrical standards. “Victorian readers… experienced novels 

differently than we do today,” Vlock discerns, “their reading was complicated 

by theatrical renditions that contracted and corrupted plots, and reduced 

characters to basic dramatic types” (1997 166). The melodramatic elements in 

Dickens’s novels were especially abundant, and what we may evaluate as the 

mediocrity nowadays was actually his strategies to connect the works with the 

public cultural consensus. 

 

Dickens combined the novelistic with the theatrical, helping readers 

acquire his stories more efficiently through the already established system of 

the “normative theatrical code.” As the “theater of popular assumptions” 

consolidated the public, the readers “entered a sort of hybrid 

novelistic-theatrical genre, not plain written text but a living, dramatic dialogue 

between complex and stereotyped voices, between ‘realist’ and transparently 

conventional stories” (Vlock, 1997 169). Dickens’s novels were written in such 

a socio-cultural context of transgeneric experience that his works became the 

textual hybrid of multiple media experience — the readers might see and hear 

the characters during the perusal of the stories, and their imagination elicited by 

the depiction in the novels was then enacted onstage, reinforcing the 

transgeneric experience of the novels in the nineteenth century. The 

theatricality and reality was hybridized in the textual buffer of novel, making 

Dickens’s works the “open texts” in Roland Barthes’ term, which intertextually 
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refer to and receive from the larger context of the social consciousness.  

 

In order to further analyze the theatrical quality of the social context in 

Dickens’s works, some connections between the Victorian novel and 

melodrama should be stated first: 

 

The tendency of much nineteenth-century fiction is to the same 

extremes of vice, sensationalism, and pathos that one finds in 

melodrama… The main features of melodrama are familiar: the 

concentration on externals, the emphasis on situation at the 

expense of motivation and characterization, the stereotypes of 

hero, heroine, villain, comic man, comic woman, and good old 

man, physical sensation, spectacular effects . . . marked musical 

accompaniment, the rewarding of virtue and punishing of vice, 

the rapid alternation between extremes of violence, pathos, and 

low comedy. (Booth, 1976 vol. 1 24-5) 

 

The written fiction, of course, could not possibly match every feature of the 

performing art, but the verbal depiction and the setting of plot in Dickens’s 

novels still consisted of a lot of explicit melodramatic elements. Even though 

the modern critics emphasize the detailed description of the inner psychology 

and the gradual withering of plot as the novelistic merit and peculiarity, 

Dickens’s works diametrically contradicted this assumption: he favored the 

design of plot and the depiction of the external, which was correlated more to 

the melodramatic convention than the novelistic innovation. Echoing William 

Charles Macready’s conviction that “plot must be the spine of any actable 

play” (Redmon 130), Dickens was extremely meticulous in the design of the 
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plot, describing the actions of the characters as if they had been actually 

performed on the stage. “The plot was most interesting,” Dickens recognizes in 

Chapter 24 of Nicholas Nickleby, “it belonged to no particular age, people, or 

country, and was perhaps the more delightful on that account, as nobody’s 

previous information could afford the remotest glimmering of what would ever 

come of it” (124). Nicholas Nickleby, for instance, is established upon the 

stereotypical polarity of the two brothers: one is benign while the other malign; 

Oliver Twist contrasts the opposition between a virtuous orphan never 

contaminated by the corrupt society and the incorrigible gangsters led by Fagin. 

David Copperfield also portrays some binary extremities, including the 

ever-conscientious hero and the demon-like villain, Uriah Heep. 

 

Moreover, Dickens always emphasizes the depiction of the characters’ 

external characteristics and facial expressions in his novels, which is explicitly 

theatrical. Since the mentality can only be expressed through the external 

gestures and facial expressions on stage, the emotions of the dramatic 

characters are customarily exteriorized as actions, gestures and facial 

expressions. “[T]he gestures” as Henry Siddon analyzes, “are the exterior and 

visible signs of our bodies by which the interior modifications of the soul are 

manifested and made known” (27). In his Realizations, Martin Meisel reminds 

us that our modern presumption that the emotions are internal and 

inexpressible is a recent innovation (17). In fact, the word “emotion” is derived 

from the Latin preposition “e(x),” which means “outward” and “motion,” 

indicating the previous belief that emotion is revealed on the face or through 
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the gestures, both of which are external phenomena. When Dickens delineates 

the mentality of the characters, he would adopt the gestural or facial portrayals 

that could be semiotically associated with their psychological manifestations. 

These depictions could be systematically deciphered if we are equipped with 

the dramatic consensus collectively shared by the nineteenth-century audience. 

Michael Booth exemplifies one example of such exteriorized mentality 

commonly seen in the theatrical convention. He points out that the 

melodramatic acting would involve: 

 

Extended gestures above the shoulders and head, notably in 

innumerable appeals to heaven… the frequent appeals to heaven 

are part of the extreme emotionalism of melodrama, which 

could only be conveyed by extravagant acting methods… 

Dickens records the conventional forms of forgiveness and 

blessing “which consist of the old gentleman looking anxiously 

up into the clouds, as if to see whether it rains, and then 

spreading an imaginary tablecloth in the air over the young 

lady’s head” (1968 191-92).  

 

These exteriorizations of the emotions actually bases upon the prevalent 

melodramatic convention of “tableaux vivants,” which comprises a set of 

well-costumed performers frozen on the stage. The facial expressions and body 

language in such a rendition, similar to the normative theatrical codes in the 

Chinese Peking Opera, are collectively shared by the audience as the cultural 

consensus (Vlock, 1997 173). Therefore, the readers could easily catch the 

novelist’s portrayal through their pre-established understanding of the theatrical 

codes. Dickens was excellent and creative at combining these gestures and 
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faces with the inner emotions, and “[t]he various expressions of the human 

countenance” as he notes in Sketches by Boz, “afford a beautiful and interesting 

study” (40). 

 

Dickens’s novels, especially the earlier ones, are abundant both in the 

philanthropic issues and theatrical excitements. They perfectly met the 

Victorian taste for the sentimental tears and instinctive laughter in melodrama. 

A Christmas Carol, for instance, has always been popular in the English theater 

and virtually shaped people’s concept of the benevolent Christmas today. The 

concerns about the poor and the ideas of generosity and love sharing in the 

novel permeate the cultures high and low, stimulating the widespread attention 

to the social problems. Born in a middle-class family but undergoing a 

humiliated childhood in the debtor’s prison, the traumatic past made Dickens 

eager to elevate the social status and improve the financial situation throughout 

his life. Even after he succeeded as a cultural celebrity, he still bestowed much 

concern over the social inequalities and the sufferings of the lower classes, 

which are always the main issues in his novels. The philanthropy properly 

combined with his zest for drama. He always paid extra efforts upon the design 

of melodramatic plot, the vocal rhythms and cadences, and was excellent at the 

eternal depiction of the characters and settings, all of which were fundamental 

to make the novels good plays. He applied the theatricality into novel, 

capturing actions into the narrative of this newly developed literate genre, and 

the theater helped promote his philanthropic ideas among the working class; 

meanwhile, the middle class also began to notice through reading the plight of 
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les misérables in the nineteenth-century capitalist exploitation. The dramatic 

characteristics in Dickens’s novels, therefore, was known to “all classes, 

appealing to the patrons of working and lower-middle class theatres as much 

as… to more socially elevated audiences” (Booth, 1976 5: 2), promoting the 

social sympathy and mutual understanding at the time of clear class 

consciousness. 

 

Oliver Twist is the other example of his popular works full of the 

Victorian theatrical elements. People in the Victorian society like it because the 

phenomena portrayed in the story were actually the dramatic epitome of their 

own lives; besides, the persistence of the benevolent and the salvation of the 

oppressed promised the multitude’s longing for the redemption and social 

equality. The novel represents, as Regina Barreca observes, “a documentary 

account of a social situation peculiar to the time, as an unexaggerated portrayal 

of actual events only moderately altered to protect the names of the innocent” 

(88). Dickens’s design of the novel is melodramatic by nature, which facilitated 

the theatric adaptation into melodrama. The polarities of the benevolent and the 

malignant are clearly defined — the borderline is never altered, and the 

characters are persistent without alteration. Oliver, for instance, is a static 

character of benevolence that is never altered or polluted by the evil world. He 

does not experience any bildungsroman transformation; contrarily, the 

environment adjusts itself to meet the perseverant virtue — the evil gangsters 

of Fagin are eventually prosecuted and Oliver lives in peace and happiness in 

the end. The innocent child figure in Oliver Twist is to, as Dickens himself 
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illustrates in the preface of the novel, crystallize “the principle of God 

surviving through every adverse circumstance, and triumphing at last” (33). He 

is the symbolic figure of a literary Jesus Christ, his desert is the miasmal 

London filled with crimes and immorality, and his forty days and forty nights 

happen in Fagin’s malign prison house of theft and crime. The plight of Oliver 

signifies the spiritual crucifixion, and the resurrection finally comes as the 

father figure, Mr. Brownlow, appears to save him from the nightmare.  

 

The persistence of the innocent was widely acclaimed in the Victorian 

theater. It served as a motto for the oppressed proletariat to seize their hope 

even though the twentieth-century critics often rebuke such a prevalent 

melodramatic tendency in the novel. George Orwell disparages Dickens’s 

novels as the lifeless portrayal that fixated the melodramatic convention too 

much: 

 

[Dickens’s novels] always exist round a framework of 

melodrama. The last thing anyone remembers about these books 

are central stories… there is little attempt at development — the 

characters simply go on and on, behaving like idiots, in a kind 

of eternity” (83). 

 

His stories, nevertheless, does not simply follow the melodramatic 

conventions but tries to reach the balance between tradition and innovation. He 

strategically adopted the cliché portrayal and the stereotypical story framework 

to attract the Victorian readers who were too accustomed to the theatrical 
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culture to read the written works without such pre-established standards, 

whereas he meanwhile moderately deployed some innovation to exercise his 

imagination. For example, Nancy, Bill Sike’s mistress who recovers her 

conscience, secretly helps the poor boy, and is finally executed by the brutal 

paramour, is the least melodramatic character in Oliver Twist. Her hysterical 

and staggering character is neither melodramatic nor static at all: she is always 

at loss, trying to find the proper answer to life but constantly fails, and thus 

lacks the sense of security. Dickens depicts this transformative minor character 

very carefully, manipulating her to waver between vice and virtue unstably. 

Unlike the other flat characters that are far from any alteration in their faiths 

and personalities, Nancy is previously depicted as a prostitute but finally 

remorseful for what the gangsters have done. Although she is murdered by Bill, 

her soul is actually redeemed as she states to the perpetrator: “Then spare my 

life for the love of Heaven, as I spared yours… It is never too late to repent” 

(422). Despite the bloody death, her soul is immediately purified with the pious 

prayer, and the hatred is turned into love as well.  

 

Similar emotional dimension and complexity could also be discovered 

in Nicholas Nickleby. Ralph Nickleby, for instance, is not the conventional 

melodramatic character; instead, complicated contradiction and interrogation 

tortures his mind, making him one of Dickens’s most significant characters of 

emotional nuances. One of such complexity is revealed as Dickens analyzes the 

reason of Ralph’s radical and misanthropic personality: 
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If he had known his child to be alive; if no deceit had been ever 

practised, and he had grown up beneath his eye; he might have 

been a careless, indifferent, rough, harsh father--like enough--he 

felt that; but the thought would come that he might have been 

otherwise, and that his son might have been a comfort to him, 

and they two happy together. He began to think now, that 

[Smike’s] supposed death and his wife's flight had had some 

share in making him the morose, hard man he was. He seemed 

to remember a time when he was not quite so rough and 

obdurate; and almost thought that he had first hated Nicholas 

because he was young and gallant, and perhaps like the stripling 

who had brought dishonour and loss of fortune on his head. 

(904) 

 

Dickens’s unique portrayal of the characters such as Nancy and Ralph 

elevates his works from the stereotypical popular pastime to the classical 

masterpiece with detailed observation of human nature and profound 

philosophy. His novels are over-determined by the convention of theater and 

the taste of the popular multitude, but he still strived to reach the balance 

between the general preference and his artistic independence. As Jane Smiley 

indicates in Dickens’s biography, “He knew… how interconnected fame, 

money influence and artistic independence were, and he asserted himself 

almost immediately to sustain all four of them through hard work, aggressive 

business dealings, and self-promotion” (7). Dickens carefully kept the balance 

between the market and artistic independence, and the philosophical profundity 

was even more skillfully interposed in his later novels as he gained more fame 

and money. 
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The structure of melodramatic stereotype and the emphasis on the 

external are widely denunciated as the oversimplification of the psychological 

dimensions. In her 1856 article, George Eliot criticizes Dickens’s characters for 

“he failed to give us their psychological character;” Henry James also 

fustigates the characters in Our Mutual Friend as “lifeless, flat, mechanical” 

(853). However, Dickens’s exteriorized depiction and stereotypical setting keep 

attracting plenty of readers, facilitate the theatrical adaptation of the novels, 

and meanwhile plot for us a traceable trajectory of the transgeneric dynamics. 

“Dickens uses a language of appearance, developing an iconography of 

physique, gesture and appurtenance that he intends to convey meaning about 

character and emotion,” Juliet McMaster asserts (10), and this makes him a 

special figure in the study of the literary imagination crossing over the border 

among multiple media. He tried to combine the dramatic with the novelistic, 

balancing between the external depiction of the action and the internal 

portrayal of the emotion. Dickens “was trying to bring together the critical 

positions of Macready and Browning,” James Redmond appraises, “in the 

conviction that their shared desire to re-create English drama would fail if 

attention were fixed predominantly on either action or poetic refinement: the 

heirs of Shakespeare must emulate his combination of large Aristotelian action 

with soul-revealing, heart-rendingly delicate language” (136). Dickens’s novels 

indeed combined the two, which then facilitated their metamorphosis in the 

Victorian theater. The melodrama might not have been acclaimed by the 

modern academia, but it still shows the trajectory from Dickens’s novels to the 
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multimedia transformation of his works nowadays. 

 

 

Adaptations of Dickens on Stage 

 

“Shorn of much of their humour and all their original observation,” 

George Rowell indicates, “Dickens’s novels emerged on the Victorian stage as 

melodramas, crude, sensational — and tremendously successful” (51). Most 

Victorian audience, especially the working class, did not read Dickens at all; 

they actually saw his characters onstage. These melodramatic adaptations 

might not have been faithful to the original, but they became the only source 

for the social majority to be acquainted with this great novelist. While the 

twentieth-century cinema and television shape our experience of the novelist, 

the melodramatic adaptations created the Victorian collective impression of 

Dickens. He was both a literary and theatrical phenomenon of his time — his 

novels guaranteed the box-office after they were turned into adaptations, and 

those plays in return promoted the circulation of the Dickensian stories as well. 

Therefore, Dickens existed with the Victorian popular theater in a delicate 

symbiosis: as his novels “were exploited for their sensational, lachrymose, or 

farcical elements, which came to be magnified under the glare of the gaslight” 

(Colby 142), the Dickensian stories meanwhile received some transformative 

vitality as they were onstage. Because his novels absorbed the dramatic 

elements and intertwined them into the narrative, which provided resourceful 

materials to help the playwrights animate the characters, the reciprocation 
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between his novels and the theatrical context, both of the antecedent dramatic 

traditions and the descendent adaptations, had marked the transgeneric 

interaction that might reinforce his fame. His popularity was achieved jointly 

with novels and theatrical adaptations; the television and movie further extend 

his posthumous “longevity” after the twentieth century. The Dickensian image 

is thus constantly revitalized, reshaped and modified by innumerable media, 

making him more a collaborative figure that ceaselessly transformed and 

reincarnated than a single, independent author of literary talents. 

 

The dramatization of Dickens’s novels began as early as the weekly or 

monthly installments on the magazines were proceeding. During 1837 and 

1839, when Pickwick Papers, Oliver Twist and Nicholas Nickleby 

consecutively fulfilled their serialization, there had already been at least sixty 

dramatized versions of those novels rivaling onstage. Edward Sterling, for 

instance, staged the burletta Pickwick Papers (a.k.a. The Age in We Live In) at 

the City of London Theater, Bishopsgate, 27 March 1837. Discerning the 

dramatic potential in Dickens and capitalizing the public enthusiasm for him, 

innumerable playwrights including W. T. Moncrieff, George Almar, T. P. Taylor 

and Charles Webb joined this trend of adaptation. The craze for the Dickensian 

melodrama had never faded away until the cinema and television took over the 

market. Although the passion sometimes moderately declined, the 

dramatization still attracted steady audience during the Victorian Age. Many 

playhouses received considerable profits from the adaptations; some actors and 

actresses even earned handsome livings as characters from Dickens’s novels. 
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“W. J. Hammond,” Bolton exemplifies, “profitably played Sam Weller for 

several seasons… Mrs. Keeley played in succession Oliver, Smike, Lettle Nell, 

and Barnaby Rudge” (3). The Dickensian dramatizations on the early Victorian 

stage were so excessive that F. Dubrez Fawcett terms them as “the Boz 

Cascade” and “the Dickens Deluge” in his Dickens the Dramatist. These 

adaptations influenced, rivaled and cannibalistically devoured one another; 

they even interfered with Dickens’s design of the novels by arbitrarily 

conjecturing the relationship among characters and, worst of all, providing 

their own versions of plots and endings before Dickens made decisions. 

 

The novelist’s attitude toward those dramatic “sibling works” was 

rather complex. On the one hand, it was evident that Dickens not only tolerated 

the dramatic adaptation but also welcomed it if he was fairly compensated for 

them (Bolton 45). Moreover, because many audiences, especially the working 

class, were illiterate who could hardly read, the melodrama would help 

promote Dickens’s reputation and popularity — it even propagated the sales of 

the novels. “During the novelist’s lifetime,” Bolton explains, “these plays 

helped to shape the audience to his books, helped to promote their sales, and 

both catalyzed and interfered with their reception” (43). Dickens sometimes 

would attend the performances and was asked to write some commentaries 

upon them. The dramatic versions on the Victorian stage thus paradoxically 

cooperated with Dickens’s works, helping each other to reach the greatest 

profits. 
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On the other, as the plays were mostly unauthorized, the playwrights 

often arbitrarily distorted the stories and vulgarized the characters without the 

permission of the author. Since many plays were produced simultaneously 

during the novel serialization, and some of them were even staged long before 

the originals were complete, the staging seriously interfered with Dickens’s 

design of stories. To satisfy the audiences who were too anxious about the plot 

to wait for the ending of the novel serialization, the hack playwrights would 

place their own drop-scenes before the novelist had come up with the coda. For 

example, Sterling’s and Moncriff’s Nicholas Nickleby differed in their 

selections of episodes from the original; however, because Dickens had not 

revealed the kinship between Ralph and Smike as the plays were performed, 

the two playwrights had to make wild guess and sometimes provided possible 

clues, though indirectly, to each other. Rivals as they were, they unanimously 

ended their plays with Smike’s inheritance to a large and unexpected fortune. 

The resemblance of these adaptations insinuated to the mutual influence 

between the playwrights, and their design of the endings must have exerted 

certain pressure upon Dickens. The melodrama might have appeased the 

audience’s hunger for the denouement, yet it often spoilt the suspense in the 

novel and thus infuriated the novelist.  

 

Irritated by the plagiarizers but somewhat delighted for the popularity 

and profits the plays could have brought to him, the novelist gradually reached 

some strategic balance between the theatrical interference and the 

independence of a novelist. He sometimes followed the plays carefully, 
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meticulously satisfied the anticipation of the audience who had already seen the 

hackers’ versions, whereas he would also take some counter measures. Not 

only did he, for instance, denounce in public Moncriff’s piracy of Nickleby, but 

also chose several “authorized” playwrights such as Mark Lemon and Gilbert 

Abbot à Becket to rival other hack versions, and he even “allegedly changed 

the ending of The Old Curiosity Shop so that the pirate playwrights who had 

been stealing his tale and spoiling his suspense would prove wrong about his 

plot” (Bolton 44-9).  

 

Because the playwrights authorized by Dickens’s would receive the aids 

and suggestions from the novelist, the reciprocation between the novels and 

adaptations became more complicated. The Cricket on the Hearth, for instance, 

was a Christmas story written specifically for the purpose of future 

performance. “There is considerable evidence,” Bolton illustrates, “that 

Dickens had written this Christmas story not only with the stage in mind, but 

specifically with the view to having it produced by the Keeleys’ company at 

Lyceum” (48). Interestingly, however, though without Dickens’s authorization, 

the hack versions were still quite popular, and they sometimes even beat the 

“official” versions. Although Albert Smith’s The Battle of Life sanctioned by 

Dickens successfully defeated other plagiarisms, Charles Webb’s unauthorized 

Christmas Carol won more popularity than Sterling’s 1844 official version (48). 

The delicate cooperation and competition between Dickens and the hack 

playwrights ceaselessly occurred during the novelist’s lifetime, and the 

interaction provides us some hint to examine the pattern of the transgeneric 
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network that constantly redraws the boundary between the literary genres. 

 

The popularity of the Dickensian melodrama had undergone several 

epochs of fluctuation. The vogue reached its first height during the late 1830s 

and early 1840s, when people were crazy about anything from Boz. During this 

period, the audience’s interest concentrated upon the works that were more 

explicitly melodramatic — among the thirteen novels that existed by 1850, 

more than half of the dramatizations came from Nicholas Nickleby (25%), 

Oliver Twist (10-15%) and The Cricket on the Hearth (15%). The fashion, 

however, gradually dwindled after the 1850s partly because of the “saturation 

of the market for ‘Dickens-dramas’” (Bolton 3). Moreover, the novelist’s legal 

measures to “inhibit the dramatization of his novels and stories,” and his 

narrative techniques that were “less obviously theatrical... and harder to stage” 

(Bolton 3-4) also hindered the adaptation. The recession of the Dickensian 

melodrama further aggravated, as the novelist’s own Public Readings during 

1858 and 1870 occupied the audience’s attention. Since people were more 

eager to see the author perform his own works onstage than spend money on 

the second-hand dramatization, the enterprise of adaptation shrunk enormously. 

The greatest burst of the enthusiasm for the Dickensian melodrama, 

nonetheless, occurred after the novelist’s death in 1870, which even surpassed 

its first climax. The revival of the Dickensian adaptation showed both the 

novelist’s everlasting attraction to the public and the fact that the melodrama 

was merely repressed by the law and the author’s constrain — if there had not 

been Dickens’s own Public Readings, people would still wish to see his 
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characters onstage very much. 

 

Dickens, as Peter Ackroyd analyzes, “had more talent for the drama 

than for literature, as he certainly had more delight in acting than in any other 

work whatever” (27). Instead of fulfilling his dramatic talents on stage, he 

chose to mingle the theatricality into the novels, portraying the characters in his 

stories. As the hack playwrights plagiarized his works, the most efficient 

method to impede the theatrical plagiarism, according to the 1832 Parliament 

Act
3
, was to write the plays himself. However, he did not write any original 

work for the stage after becoming a novelist. The reason was complicated, but 

one fact is rather telling: “his labour is at least twenty times better paid by the 

serial” (Bolton 46). The concern of profit governed his motivation of literary 

production, and he thus diverted the theatrical enthusiasm to the magazine 

business and novel creation, which won him a wider range of profits and 

greatly improved the economic situation of his family.  

 

Dickens’s novels explicitly absorbed ample theatrical elements, and his 

portrayal, dissimilar to the twentieth-century literary emphasis upon the 

psychological minuteness, is overwhelmingly pictorial. The omnipresent 

theatrical tropes in Dickens’s works highlight the novel as a receptive genre 

that could combine multiple generic characteristics into its narrative. More 

importantly, it also echoes Bakhtin’s evaluation of the novel as the only 

                                                
3 The law legislated for dramatic authors “a property in the permission to act” (Bolton 44) 

whereas the novelist did not possess any copyright when his works were transformed into 

melodrama. 
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“developing genre” that “reflects more deeply, more essentially, more 

sensitively and rapidly, reality itself in the process of its unfolding” (1996 7). 

Novel digests, absorbs and reproduces the theatrical elements, and this 

receptive power enables it to become a transcending form that might redraw 

the boundary of the literary history. 

 

Novel as the written form is specialized in the minute depiction of the 

character’s individual personality and psychological transformation, which 

Watt would categorize as the “formal realism” (32); on the other hand, theater 

favors the external portrayal of the characters and the generalized, stereotypical 

opposition of the setting and plot. The different specialties of novel and theater 

result from the essential characteristics of the literate and oral media on which 

these two genres were constructed, and it meanwhile reflects the 

nineteenth-century cultural reciprocation between the oral conveyances to the 

literate narratives. Dickens’s novels were profoundly inspired by theater, and 

the melodramatic playwrights adapted him more than they did the other 

novelists because of Dickens’s abundant theatricality. His works provided 

ample material to the theatrical adaptations, but the emotional nuances of the 

characterization in the novel might often be oversimplified due to the 

insufficiency of the theatrical medium that it could not faithfully transform the 

novel onstage. 

 

The theatrical adaptation should inevitably exploit the melodramatic 

elements in Dickens’s novels and simplify the spiritual dimension. The story 
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framework is generally preserved, and thus the static characters could be 

directly transformed on stage. The comparatively more experimental characters 

like Nancy in Oliver Twist and Ralph in Nicholas Nickleby, however, were 

deprived of their spiritual nuances — the former became a character who could 

never be redeemed and saved any more and the latter was represented as the 

all-out evil villain. One of the sharp examples could be observed in George 

Almar’s 1838 adaptation of Oliver Twist, which was believed to be the most 

popular theatrical version that it was performed both in London and New York. 

This play had been so prevalent that it became, as A. Nicholas Vardac indicates, 

the standard for the other adaptations of Oliver Twist — it even influences the 

twentieth-century film adaptation. Dickens disliked Almar’s staging because he 

showed apparent saturnine while seeing the rendition: “In the middle of the 

first scene,” John Forster describes, “he laid him down upon the floor in a 

corner of the box and never rose from it until the drop-scene fell” (Woolcott 

229). Although the novelist was not satisfied with Almar’s play, most 

nineteenth-century audience applauded with whole-hearted approval.  

 

In Almar’s theatrical adaptation, Nancy, though endeavoring very hard 

to escape from the shadow of the haunting crime, could not be saved as she 

was in the novel. The murder scene in the melodrama omits any reference to 

the prayer, and her imploration to Bill, different from the spiritual sermon in 

the novel, becomes extremely secular: “Spear my life as I spare yours,” she 

cries without any reference to God, “We will lead better lives, and forget how 

wicked we have been.” The omission of the prayer in the melodrama implicitly 
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negates the redemption of Nancy’s reformation and the salvation of her soul, 

simplifying Dickens’s design of Nancy’s spiritual struggle to the conflict 

similar to that between Othello and Desdemona — an extremely vulgarized 

version of Shakespeare’s art at that. The oversimplification of Dickens’s 

spiritual dimension directly results from the limitation of the melodramatic 

convention — the melodramatic reward of the virtue and the punishment of the 

vice could hardly tolerate the emotional ambiguity and personality complexity. 

The sharp contrast between the characterizations in the novel and the 

melodrama highlights the discrepancy between the aesthetics of the novel and 

the theater, and it also becomes the main target of the criticism that claims the 

theatrical adaptations lack the profundity of the depiction. 

 

When Dickens’s reputation somewhat declined and his novels were 

abandoned by many sophisticated readers in 1880s, the modern dramatists 

began to notice this novelist and admitted their direct indebtedness to his works. 

They did not directly adapt the novels, but they began to borrow techniques in 

Dickens’s novels and applied them in their plays. In a letter to Gilbert Keith 

Chesterton, 6
th
 September 1906, George Bernard Shaw describes himself as the 

“supersaturated Dickensite” (Weintraub 34). Critics find this self-evaluation 

quite pertinent because he borrows Dickens so much in his plays. It would be 

only some of the significant examples that the Dickensian characters such as 

Sydney Carton, Jaggers and Rouncewell are transformed into Dick Dudgeon, 

Bohun, Conolly and Sartorius in Shaw’s plays. “In his own plays,” Michael 

Goldberg illuminates, “Shaw continually exploited ‘Dickens’s demonstration’ 
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that was possible ‘to combine a mirror like exactness of character drawing with 

the wildest extravagances of humorous expression and grotesque situation.’” 

Besides, Dickens’s “instinct for detecting the social canker” is also echoed as 

Shaw embeds his political criticism and social opinions into the plays. “The 

glaring defects remained live issues for Shaw,” Goldberg continues, “and his 

references to Dickens are, in his own words, a kind of literary and political 

system of ‘shorthand’, pointing to abuses which had first gain notoriety 

through Dickens’s exposure of them” (171). Shaw’s Pygmalion, though based 

upon Ovid’s tale, actually resembles Great Expectation in the theme and 

characterizations. Although the playwright adjusts Dickens’s happy ending in 

the novel by refusing to have Eliza and Higgins married, the overall structure 

in Dickens’s and Shaw’s stories are very similar. The affinity could be 

obviously discerned as follows: 

 

Pip’s Pygmalion is Magwitch, who converts him into a 

‘gentleman’ as Higgins changes Eliza into a ‘duchess’. Both 

works range over the themes of snobbery, unearned wealth, 

class, the contrasting nature of social convention, and the 

relationship between speech and social status. (173) 

 

Shaw digests Dickens’s techniques of the narratives and motifs in the 

novels to produce the brand new stories, elevating the lineage of Dickensian 

posterity to the academic attention. Such a lineage could be extended even 

further, according to Goldberg, to Henrik Ibsen and Johan August Strindberg to 

form a grand pedigree of the modern European theater. The literary 
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imagination is twisted in the hands of many different authors; it is then 

reciprocated and reincarnated among multiple genres. Such a process keeps 

revitalizing and defamiliarizing the same motifs in the ever-refreshing genres. 

 

This long lineage of genre oscillation began from Dickens’s inheritance 

of the theatrical tradition, which inspired his narrative and portrayal techniques; 

his novels abundant in theatricality were then adapted into melodrama, which 

promoted his fame and popularity, enabling the Victorian readers profoundly 

infiltrated by the culture of theater to enter his novelistic ambience. He not only 

influenced the Victorian reading with the theatrical depiction in the novels but 

also inspired the modern theater in their motifs and techniques. More 

importantly, his pictorial narrative and vivid mise-en-sène illuminated the 

twentieth-century cinematic culture, opening a door to the film industry that 

shapes our collective cultural memory. 

 

 

Conclusion: Dickens’s Heritage and Transgeneric Influence 

 

The achievement of the Dickensian heritage could not be evaluated as 

his personal heritage; it is actually the collaborative efforts of media 

hybridization devoted by innumerable adapters and interpreters. Dickens is 

more a catalyst in the critical era of technological and ideological transition, 

receiving inspiration from his antecedent theatrical tradition and illuminating 

the literary development of the descendant genres than the mere genius to 
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create the innovative literary works. He was a novelist, but he borrowed 

abundant theatrical elements into the novels; these works were adapted into 

melodrama, influenced the modern playwrights such as George Bernard Shaw, 

and further provided everlasting popular materials of the classic literary works 

for the twentieth century cinema. His works exists in a delicate symbiosis with 

drama, reciprocating and oscillating between the oral and literate media.  

 

Such an oscillation and reciprocation resembles the pattern of the 

Möbius Strip, whose half-twisted ruled surface is non-oriental and 

re-directional but blurs the insides and the outside. Dickens obtained materials 

from the socio-cultural milieu, portraying the Victorian social inequalities in 

his novels, and consolidated the general consensus of his contemporary readers. 

He was indebted to the collective consciousness of the Victorian Age, and 

depicted the stories with the theatrical elements. The constant reciprocation 

between his novels and the theater produces a grander narrative of, as Vlock 

calls it, the “imaginary text” that transcended the boundary of genres. 

Dickens’s novels and their theatrical elements, together with the melodramatic 

adaptations, are actually two sides of the ruled cultural surface, which is 

twisted and reconsolidated by the force of multiple media, forming the Möbius 

Pattern whose boundary between the written and the oral forms was 

immediately blurred and redirected. The interchangeability between the two 

genres is crucial in the transgeneric reciprocation, and it operates as the orality 

and literacy nourished each other (Figure 2-1). 
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Figure 2-1. The Möbius Pattern in Dickens’s novels. 

 

The Möbius pattern of the novelistic-theatrical reciprocation would illustrate 

the genre oscillation between theater and novel, which is more akin to the 

transgeneric interaction of multiple media than the unidirectional and 

homogeneous canonical shift claimed by twentieth-century scholars such as 

Watt and Miller. It is the dynamics between the bourgeois subjectivity and the 

proletarian consciousness, and also a fusion of the artistic concepts of the oral 

and literate cultures. The Möbius Pattern of the novelistic-theatrical 

reciprocation, accordingly, could be concretized in a series of interaction 

between the oral and literate genres, which then proclaims the advance of the 

multimedia predominance in the twentieth century.  


